Abstract

Ganglion cysts represent the most common benign soft tissue lesion of the hands and wrists. When arising in their characteristic locations, their diagnosis and treatment is easy; however, when arising in atypical locations they pose a diagnostic dilemma. We present a case of intramuscular ganglion cyst arising in the extensor digitorum muscle of the left arm. Due to its unusual location and radiological characteristics it was suspected as being an intramuscular myxoma, and was treated with wide excision. We believe that recognizing this entity in the differential diagnosis of intramuscular cystic lesions is important for proper management.
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Introduction

Ganglion cysts (GCs) are non-neoplastic pseudocysts that have no true epithelial lining and are filled with gelatinous material composed mainly of hyaluronic acid. Their definite etiology is still unknown. They may be secondary to degenerative changes and chronic damage that leads to liquefaction and cyst formation. This is followed by proliferation and formation of a fibrotic and compact wall arising from the surrounding connective tissue [1]. The gelatinous material has also been proposed to be produced by injured mesenchymal cells [2].

GCs most commonly originate from joints, particularly the scapholunate joint of the wrist, and to a lesser extent form tendon sheaths in young patients. However, they have been reported in many different sites and so have a variety of clinical presentations depending on their anatomical location.

GCs arising in atypical locations present a diagnostic challenge and might get misdiagnosed. They have been reported to originate from cartilage, nerves, and muscles. Intraarticular ganglion cysts of the knee mainly involve the tendon sheath or joint capsule and infrequently the menisci, and anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments [3-5]. Somewhere reported to occur intraosseously in the distal epiphysis of the tibia and from peripheral nerve sheath particularly the common perineal nerve [6]. Involvement of other nerves including the radial, ulnar, median and sciatic nerves have also been reported [7]. Cases of multiple ganglion cysts involving unusual sites like the temporo mandibular joint affecting young patients, the so called cystic ganglion sis, might indicate a genetic susceptibility and give new insights to the pathogenesis of this lesion [8].

Case Presentation

Clinical summary

A 46-year-old male patient, medically free, presented complaining of a left upper arm swelling of six months duration. On physical examination, a bulging well-circumscribed mass was noted in his elbow region. There was no range of motion restriction, weaknesses or paresthesia.

Radiological findings

Multislice MRI of the left elbow joint showed a multiloculated multicystic lesion at the extensor digitorum muscle from the level of the radial head showing thin peripheral wall and septal enhancement of the mass without internal solid enhancement confirming its cystic nature (Figure 1). The tendons and ligaments around the elbow joint were normal and unaffected. No connection to the elbow joint was identified and the diagnosis of intramuscular myxoma was suggested.

Figure 1A: Left elbow joint MRI: hyper intense lobulated mass just below the elbow joint, coronal T2.

Figure 1B: Left elbow joint MRI: Thin peripheral wall and septal enhancement of the mass, coronal Post gadolinium sequence.
**Pathological findings**

The patient underwent local resection with wide margins and tumor bed excision. The surgical sample demonstrated an oval, well-circumscribed 5.0x2.6x1.5 cm mass with surrounding attached skeletal muscle. Serial sectioning revealed a multiloculated cyst filled with thick viscous gelatinous material. The inner lining was smooth and glistening. Microscopic examination revealed a thin fibrous cyst wall without a true lining, and surrounded by compressed skeletal muscles (Figure 2).

**Discussion**

GCs involving skeletal muscle commonly represent extension from nearby joints they frequently arise in the rotator cuff muscles of the shoulder joint and are strongly associated with rotator cuff tendon tears particularly the supraspinatus. It’s proposed that a tear in the muscle sheath lead to dissection of fluids into the muscle substance leading to the formation of these ganglia [9].

In about 30% of cases ganglion cysts may arise as isolated intramuscular cysts [10]. Muscles reported to be involved include quadriceps, biceps brachial is and gastronomies [11-14]. No cases have been reported in the extensor digitorum muscle to date.

Isolated intra muscular GCs are usually less than 5 cm in maximum diameter, however, a large GC with an 11 cm diameter, and interfering with patient’s ambulation is reported in the vastus lateralis muscle [15]. They tend to grow slowly within several months to years. The majority of isolated intramuscular GCs are deep seated but cases presenting as subcutaneous masses has been described [16]. James et al. think that isolated intramuscular GCs are more prevalent than expected due to the fact that the majority of them are asymptomatic [17]. Rare symptomatic cases commonly presented with pain due to compression of nearby nerves or rupture [10,18]. A case of an isolated peroneus muscle GC presented as perineal compartment syndrome [19].

Patients presenting with intramuscular GCs are initially approached with ultrasound examination as it is readily available and noninvasive. Intramuscular GCs appear as hypoechoic or anechoic cysts. Further MRI studies will provide better characterization of the mass, its location and relationship to the surrounding structures. Intramuscular GCs are lobulated multi or unilocular cysts with well defined septa exhibiting homogenous low-signal on T1 weighted images and high-signal on T2 weighted images with Contrast enhancement at its borders [20]. That being said, these radiological features are non-specific and can be seen with other soft tissue neoplasms, particularly those rich with myxoid matrix, like intramuscular myxoma, myxoid neurofibromas and myxoid liposarcomas. Intramuscular myxoma is a benign neoplasm showing sparse bland looking spindle cells in an abundant myxoid background surrounded by a pseudo capsule and is well known to undergo cystic degeneration. It is hypoechoic on ultrasound and have similar low T1 high T2 signal, however, it tends to show more heterogeneous enhancement on MRI [17,21]. Intramuscular myxomas tend to recur after excision due to their deep location, especially if incompletely excised. Myxoidneurofibromais a rare sub type of the classical neurofibroma showing similar cells with tapered nuclei and scanty cytoplasm in a myxoid background. Myxoid liposarcoma, a malignant tumor that requires a wider excision with clear margins, usually presents as a well-circumscribed and hypo cellular tumor showing abundant myxoid background with characteristic delicate plexiform vascular channels and a variably cellular background with round to oval nuclei. It is important to note that a number of soft tissue neoplasms may undergo myxoid degeneration, whether focally or diffusely, and therefore can have similar radiologic features.

The proper diagnosis of such cases is important for appropriate treatment. Simple cysts are treated best with simple excision with a negligible rate of recurrence while synovial cysts are best aspirated.

We report the first GC to arise in the extensor digitorum muscle. It was excised with wide margins, but no complications for the patient. We recommend including GCs in the differential diagnosis list of any intramuscular cystic lesion, especially when demonstrating appropriate radiological features.
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